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Catalogue Description 

Research has demonstrated that a significant number of boys and men are struggling with engagement: with emotions, within 

social relationships, and within educational and mental health contexts. At the same time, many professionals in education 

and counseling are challenged with the ability to stay in good and helpful relational engagement with boys and men: with 

understanding both the social and biological influences on male development and with knowing how to connect with boys 

and men in ways that help them flourish. This course challenges adults who work with boys and men to see them in new 

ways and to develop skills that will help boys and men to be more interpersonally engaged within counseling and educational 

settings.  

 

Course Goals 

While a class focusing on boys and men must not reinforce patriarchy, power and privilege, or a gender binary, a broad set of 

data from the fields of multiple fields highlights the importance of such a focus for professionals in training in the areas of 

health, education, and psychology:  

 

• ADHD is diagnosed up to 9 times more often in boys than in girls 

• Autism spectrum disorders are five to eight times more common in boys than in girls 

• The prevalence of drug and alcohol dependence or abuse is twice as high among men (12%) as it is among women    

(6%), consistent for all substances and across ethnic groups 

• 42.2% of adult females received treatment for mental health versus only 28.8% of men in 2009 

• Gay, bisexual and transgender boys and men are at increased risk of mental illness and for dropping out of school, 

as are boys and men of color.  

• Out of the 15 leading causes of death, men lead women in all of them except Alzheimer's disease, which many 

men don't live long enough to develop.  

• The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention lists unintentional injury as a leading cause of death for men with 

male workers incurring 92 percent of the 5,524 total reported fatal occupational injuries 

• Although the gender gap is closing, men still die five years earlier than women, on average. 

• More enlisted members of the U.S. armed forces deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan will die from suicide than from 

combat and the population at highest risk for suicide in the U.S. is currently men ages 45-65 years 

 

 

Given these challenges that boys and men face, course goals for participants include:   

 

a. Engaging with the data regarding the issues boys and men face in counseling and educational contexts 

b. Engaging with the research and theory regarding the social and biological influences on male development and 

implications for practice within counseling and education settings.  

c. Engaging with the research and theory regarding the relational style common to many males and understanding the 

opportunities and challenges this relational style offers. 

d. Engaging with and applying concepts from the readings and the course to one’s professional and personal life through 

discussion and written reflection. 

 

 

 

http://www.webmd.com/alzheimers/default.htm
http://www.cdc.gov/Features/MensHealthatCDC/
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Course assignments: 

 

Course Attendance, Participation, and Professional Standards 

 

Because of the importance of in-class time together, regular and timely class attendance and engaged participation are 

expected and will be assessed and feedback will be provided. Missing more than one class period during the term may result 

in an incomplete or failing grade for the class. Due to its importance in setting up the term, students must drop the class if the 

first class session is missed. Please contact the professor prior to class or due dates regarding any absences from class or 

problems with assignment deadlines. Please notify the instructor of any special learning considerations in relation to the 

American Disabilities Act that will need to be taken into account. Any missed class time of significance will require a 

standard make-up assignment, due the following week: An additional 3-5 page paper in which you describe what you 

learned from interviewing two or more individuals who attended the class time you missed as well as relevant reflections and 

additional readings on the week’s topic that you chose.  

 

Course Professional Standards Rubric 

 

This evaluation assesses student professional engagement in the course in the areas of Ethical and Respectful Behavior, 

Communication and Professionalism, and Openness to Learning and Self Awareness. The course instructor will circle a 

rating next to each standard based on student performance and include comments and goals for professional development as 

part of the end-of-class evaluation of student performance.  

 

Rating Scale: 

N—No Opportunity to observe    0—Does not meet criteria    1—Meets criteria minimally/Area for growth 

2—Meets criteria appropriately for program/practice level     3—Meets criteria exceptionally/Area of strength 

 

 

Weekly Class Survey/Reflection 

 

Students will be asked at the end of the each class to complete an “Engaging Boys and Men Weekly Class 

Survey/Reflection” addressing each of the three prompts (see example on pg. 6 below).  

 

Course Assignment Point Totals 

 

Reflection Paper: Week 1 (Five points per question)     15 points 

Reflection Paper: Week 2 (Five points per question)     15 points 

Reflection Paper: Week 3 (Five points per question)     15 points 

Reflection Paper: Week 4 (Five points per question)     15 points 

Reflection Paper: Week 5 (Five points per question)     15 points 

Course Attendance, Participation, & Professional Standards (Five points per item) 25 points 

Total possible points        100 points 

 

  

1 The student respects and values cultural, familial, and individual differences, including those 

involving age, gender, race, ethnicity, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, disability, 

language, and socioeconomic status. 

N 0 1 2 3 

2 The student demonstrates a capacity for openness to points of view, theories, experiences and 

perspectives in the course that may differ from their own.  
N 0 1 2 3 

3 The student relates to peers, professors, supervisors and others in a respectful, ethical and 

professional manner in the course that is consistent with the department’s mission and standards. 
N 0 1 2 3 

4 The student is thoughtfully and effectively engaged in the course and is timely with assignments 

and class attendance and consistently shows strong and effective skills in verbal, nonverbal, and 

written communication. 

N 0 1 2 3 

5 The student demonstrates the ability to receive, integrate and utilize feedback from peers and the 

instructor and is able to give such feedback respectfully in the course.  
N 0 1 2 3 
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Class Outline by Week 

 Topics/Readings/Assignments 

    1    

  May 12 

Presentation topics 

     Addressing the challenges of talking about gender and sex differences        

     Engaging boys and men: Contact and sensory engagement 

 

Readings  

     Syllabus  

 

Video (viewed in class) 

     20/20 with William Pollack, PhD 

  

    2    

  May 19 

 

 

 

Presentation topic  

      Engaging boys and men: Academic and intellectual engagement 

 

Readings  

Reading Don't Fix No Chevy's: Literacy in the Lives of Young, Men by Smith and Wilhelm: 

A review of current concerns about boys and literacy 

(2002) Heinemann, Portsmouth, NH, Ch 1 available at:  

https://www.heinemann.com/shared/onlineresources/0509/chapter1.pdf 

 

Misreading masculinity: Boys, literacy, and popular culture by Thomas Newkirk (2002)  

A big enough room 

Heinemann, Portsmouth, NH, Ch 8 available at: 

https://www.heinemann.com/shared/onlineresources/E00445/chapter8.pdf 

 

Teacher research on boy’s literacy in one elementary school, (2004) Ortiz, et al Voices of 

practitioners, 9, V 1, available at:  

https://www.naeyc.org/files/naeyc/images/voices/9_Ortiz%20v9-1.pdf 

 

Video (in class) 

       Jane Katch with Michael Thompson in “Raising Cain” (pbs.org) 

 

    3  

  May 26 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Presentation topic 

      Engaging boys and men: Social and emotional engagement 

 

Readings  

      Mortola, et al, BAM! Boys Advocacy and Mentoring, Pages 1-82 (available in class on loan)  

     D. Autor, Family Disadvantage and the Gender Gap in Behavioral and Educational Outcomes, 

available at: http://www.ipr.northwestern.edu/publications/docs/workingpapers/2015/IPR-WP-15-16.pdf 

 

Video (in class) 

      What’s up with middle school boys? Northeastern Wisconsin In-School Telecommunications. 

 

https://www.heinemann.com/shared/onlineresources/0509/chapter1.pdf
https://www.heinemann.com/shared/onlineresources/E00445/chapter8.pdf
https://www.naeyc.org/files/naeyc/images/voices/9_Ortiz%20v9-1.pdf
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    4   

  June 2 

 

Presentation topic  

     Engaging boys and men: The body and physical engagement 

 

Readings  

Hormones and Hierarchies, Knight, E.L., Mehta, available at:  

http://blogs.uoregon.edu/spel/files/2014/02/Hormones-and-Hierarchies-tkp5fn.pdf 
 
"Reading Don't Fix No Chevy's": Literacy in the Lives of Young Men by Smith and Wilhelm: 

What boys like to do and why they like to do it.  

 (2002) Heinemann, Portsmouth, NH, Ch 2 available at:  

https://www.heinemann.com/shared/onlineresources/0509/chapter2.pdf 

 

Love, sex and the male brain, By Louann Brizendine, available at:  

http://www.cnn.com/2010/OPINION/03/23/brizendine.male.brain/ 

 

Video &Audio (in class) 

      Pranjal Mehta, social-neuro endochrinology (e.g. High T, Low C) 

     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6MgQa2d3L2g 

       

      This American life: Testosterone  

      http://www.thisamericanlife.org/radio-archives/episode/220/testosterone 

 

    5 

  June 9 

 

Presentation topic 

     Engaging boys and men: Engagement in work and play  

 

Readings  

The extreme male brain theory of autism, By Simon Baron-Cohen, available at:  

http://cogsci.bme.hu/~ivady/bscs/read/bc.pdf  

 

What about the boys? By Michael Kimmel, available at:  

http://www2.edc.org/WomensEquity/pdffiles/males.pdf 

 

Video (in class) 

     Autism, Sex and Science: Simon Baron-Cohen at TEDx Kings College London 

     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eEYy1GXaNNY 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://blogs.uoregon.edu/spel/files/2014/02/Hormones-and-Hierarchies-tkp5fn.pdf
https://www.heinemann.com/shared/onlineresources/0509/chapter2.pdf
http://www.cnn.com/2010/OPINION/03/23/brizendine.male.brain/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6MgQa2d3L2g
http://www.thisamericanlife.org/radio-archives/episode/220/testosterone
http://cogsci.bme.hu/~ivady/bscs/read/bc.pdf
http://www2.edc.org/WomensEquity/pdffiles/males.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eEYy1GXaNNY
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Weekly Engaging Boys and Men Class Survey & Reflection 
 

Name:          Class:  #1,  #2,   #3,   #4,   #5  

 

1) I found class to be helpful today 1 

Not at all 

2 

Not much 

3 

Somewhat 

4 

Yes I did 

5 

Very much 

Please describe at least one aspect that was 

helpful, not helpful, or left you with 

questions (use reverse as needed):  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

2) I found today’s readings to be helpful. 1 

Not at all 

2 

Not much 

3 

Somewhat 

4 

Yes I did 

5 

Very much 

Please note at least one passage that was 

helpful, not helpful, or left you with 

questions.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

3) I can apply content from class or 

readings today to my life or work.  

1 

Not at all 

2 

Not much 

3 

Somewhat 

4 

Yes I can 

5 

Very much 

Please describe at least one applicable or 

not applicable aspect of the class content:   
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10 Essential Strategies for Teaching Boys Effectively 

Michael Gurian and Kathy Stevens 

A middle school teacher told us recently, "Boys in a classroom should be one of the most fun things in life. Boy energy can 

be contagious, after all. But in my school, we talk mostly about difficulties we're having with boys. We need help 

understanding and teaching them. We've got to stop losing that boy energy from our schools." 

Everywhere around us, boys want to learn, but they aren't learning as well as girls are. Teachers know or sense the statistics: 

boys get the majority of Ds and Fs and the minority of As; they are behind on state tests in all 50 states; and they drop out of 

high school at higher rates than girls. Many boys feel that they are inherently defective in today's education world. 

Over the last two decades, we have developed professional development systems for solving boys' low achievement in 

school. We first tested these solutions in a successful two-year pilot study in six Missouri school districts. Over the last 

decade, we've trained teachers in more than 2,000 schools and districts, developing a Logic Model for teaching boys 

effectively. This "boy-friendly" model focuses on improving learning for boys so that they no longer feel defective as 

learners, which increases motivation and diminishes rates of acting out and failure; the model increases girls' achievement 

and performance, as well. 

A number of schools in our research base have closed gender gaps, raised student performance, and made adequate yearly 

progress within a year of instituting the Teaching Boys Effectively Logic Model. Among the practical strategies in which 

their teachers have been trained and coached, these 10 constitute both a research and performance baseline for success. 

1. Teachers increase the use of graphics, pictures, and storyboards in literacy-related classes and assignments. When 

teachers use pictures and graphics more often (even well into high school), boys write with more detail, retain more 

information, and get better grades on written work across the curriculum. 

2. Classroom methodology includes project-based education in which the teacher facilitates hands-on, kinesthetic 

learning. The more learning is project-driven and kinesthetic, the more boys' bodies will be engaged in learning—causing 

more information to be retained, remembered, and displayed on tests and assignments. 

3. Teachers provide competitive learning opportunities, even while holding to cooperative learning frameworks. 
Competitive learning includes classroom debates, content-related games, and goal-oriented activities; these are often essential 

for boy-learning and highly useful for the life success of girls, too. 

4. Classroom curricula include skills training in time, homework, and classroom management. In order to feel 

competent, engaged, and motivated, many boys need help learning how to do homework, follow directions, and succeed in 

school and life; classrooms are the primary place these boys come for that training. 

5. Approximately 50 percent of reading and writing choices in a classroom are left up to the students themselves. 
Regularly including nontraditional materials, such as graphic novels, magazines, and comic books, increases boys' 

engagement in reading and improves both creative and expository writing. 

6. Teachers move around their classrooms as they teach. Instructors' physical movement increases boys' engagement, and 

includes the teacher leading students in physical "brain breaks"—quick, one-minute brain-awakening activities—that keep 

boys' minds engaged. 

7. Students are allowed to move around as needed in classrooms, and they are taught how to practice self-discipline in 

their movement. This strategy is especially useful when male students are reading or writing—when certain boys twitch, tap 

their feet, stand up, or pace, they are often learning better than if they sit still, but teachers are often not trained in innovating 

toward more movement in classrooms. 
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8. Male mentoring systems permeate the school culture, including use of parent-mentors, male teachers, vertical 

mentoring (e.g., high school students mentoring elementary students), and male peer mentoring. By 16, vocationally 

oriented boys (and girls) need schools and communities to provide access to jobs and mentors through which students can 

master a trade. 

9. Teachers use boys-only (and girls-only) group work and discussion groups in core classes such as language arts, 

math, science, and technology. Some boys and girls who do not flourish in the busyness or social distraction of coed classes 

get a chance to flourish in new ways in single-sex groupings. 

10. Teachers and counselors provide skill building for sensitive boys (approximately 20 percent of males fall 

somewhere on the "sensitive boy" spectrum), and special education classes are taught by teachers trained in how to 

teach boys specifically. This is crucial because approximately 70 percent of learning-disabled students nationwide are boys. 

In all gender initiatives in which we and our team are involved, we encourage schools and districts to conduct parent 

involvement sessions so that parents can work together with teachers. Research-driven, science-based, and strategies-focused 

innovations need teamwork from everyone, including the students themselves. The alienation of boys in our classrooms is not 

a one-teacher issue: it is a problem in education culture as a whole, and a problem for which there are specific solutions. 

Boys are wonderful learners and can learn as well as girls. Through the disruptions they cause in classrooms and the low 

grades they get on report cards, through their glazed eyes and tapping feet, through their aggression or confusion on the 

playground, they are pleading: "We need a lot of help. We need teachers to understand how to teach us effectively, so that we 

succeed. We need schools to harness and challenge our powerful energy. We need everyone to remember: we're not just 'kids' 

or 'students'—we are boys." 

 

Michael Gurian is the author of Boys and Girls Learn Differently and The Mind of Boys and founder of the Gurian Institute. 

Kathy Stevens is training director of the Gurian Institute, author of Strategies for Teaching Boys and Girls, and coauthor of 

The Mind of Boys. 

ASCD Express, Vol. 6, No. 4. Copyright 2010 by ASCD. All rights reserved. Visit www.ascd.org/ascdexpress. 

  

http://www.ascd.org/ascdexpress
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Teaching Boys: A Global Study of Effective Practices  

Dr. Michael Reichert and Dr. Richard Hawley  

International Boys' School Coalition 

 

In an attempt to get at what actually works for boys in education, Dr. Michael Reichert and Dr. Richard Hawley, in 

partnership with the International Boys' School Coalition, launched a study called Teaching Boys: A Global Study of Effective 

Practices, published in 2009. The study looked at boys in the United States, United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, New 

Zealand, and South Africa, in schools of varying size, both private and public, that enroll a wide range of boys of disparate 

races and income levels.  

The authors asked teachers and students to "narrate clearly and objectively an instructional activity that is especially, perhaps 

unusually, effective in heightening boys' learning." The responses--2,500 in all--revealed eight categories of instruction that 

succeeded in teaching boys. The most effective lessons included more than one of these elements:  

1. Lessons that result in an end product--a booklet, a catapult, a poem, or a comic strip, for example. 

2. Lessons that are structured as competitive games. 

3. Lessons requiring motor activity. 

4. Lessons requiring boys to assume responsibility for the learning of others. 

5. Lessons that require boys to address open questions or unsolved problems. 

6. Lessons that require a combination of competition and teamwork. 

7. Lessons that focus on independent, personal discovery and realization. 

8. Lessons that introduce drama in the form of novelty or surprise.  

  

http://www.richardalanhawley.com/books.html
http://www.theibsc.org/
http://www.theibsc.org/page.cfm?p=1364
http://www.theibsc.org/page.cfm?p=1364
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Educating Boys for Success 
Are today's classrooms biased against boys? 
By Dionna Ricks, who teaches at Jackson Road Elementary School in Maryland. 

As a conscientious teacher and mother, I wanted to believe I did what was best for my students and children. After viewing 

the PBS documentary Raising Cain, I was jolted into a new level of awareness and self-reflection. The film did a powerful 

job of exploring the emotional development of American boys and how they learn differently from girls. I observed that the 

students at my school who were constantly in trouble were overwhelmingly boys—and the majority of these were Black and 

Hispanic. I found myself rethinking how I taught and disciplined my male students. As an African-American mother and 

ESOL teacher at a majority-minority elementary school, I started by focusing on minority males. However, as I did more 

research, the numbers revealed that we must do better at educating all boys. Consider: 

 Boys account for 71 percent of all school suspensions. Fifty-nine percent of Black boys and 42 percent of Hispanic 

boys report being suspended. (U.S. Dept of Ed and Schott Foundation Report)  

 Boys comprise 67 percent of all special education students. Almost 80 percent of these are Black and Hispanic 

males. (USDOE and Schott Foundation Report)  

 Boys are five times more likely than girls to be classified as hyperactive and are 30 percent more likely to flunk or 

drop out of school. (National Center for Education Statistics)  

 Girls outperform boys in grades and homework at all levels. (NCES) 

To complicate matters, elementary school boys have few male role models. 80% of the educators in my county, and 91% of 

those in my school, are female. I started using more gender-friendly instruction and proactive strategies to help my boys 

maximize their potential. As I continue to grow and develop, I’ve learned to embrace the following concepts: 

Let boys be active. I often do small group instruction on a large floor rug. When boys lounged or fidgeted, I used to tell them 

to “Sit up! Pay attention and make sure your eyes are on me.”  I’ve loosened my expectations on requiring students to be 

stationery. The bottom line is that they get their work done. 

Give boys books that appeal to their interests. I used to pride myself on the range of books in my classroom library that 

represented a variety of genres, ethnicities, and cultures. Then I realized I needed books that would grab boys’ attention. I’ve 

expanded my collection to include more animal and “How To” books, as well as titles like Diary of a Wimpy Kid and The 

Adventures of Captain Underpants. This is not to say that girls aren’t interested in these books as well, just that I’m more 

conscious of titles when I select books. 

Create hands-on learning activities. When I assign special projects, I provide my students with more “boy-friendly” 

options, such as a “biography box” in lieu of a book report. Students bring in a box with 10 objects connected to the person 

they’ve been researching, then write a list of the objects and a brief explanation of how the object is connected to the 

person. My boys prefer this option as opposed to just writing a paragraph. Collecting the objects (or even making them) 

permits them to be more active. 

Stop eliminating recess as a punishment. When boys don’t have a chance to work off their energy, they can end up acting 

worse. Research shows that the average boy in a classroom is more active than the girls. Furthermore, most active girls don’t 

seem to express their energy in the unrestrained way characteristic of most boys. Instead of taking away their entire recess, I 

choose an alternative consequence that doesn’t end up punishing me and the student—such as running two laps around the 

blacktop or picking up 10 pieces of trash before going to play. 

Reduce out-of-school suspensions. According to the Schott Report, Black boys in elementary and secondary schools are 

punished far more harshly for the same infractions as their peers. Also troubling, Black and Hispanic youth are 

disproportionately suspended from school, increasing their chances of falling behind in class and disengaging from school 

altogether. When appropriate, let’s replace out-of-school suspensions with disciplinary strategies less disruptive to learning.

http://www.pbs.org/opb/raisingcain/
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10 Tips To Help Your Teenage Son Find Motivation 

May 17, 2011 By Uriah Guilford, Licensed Marriage and Family Therapist 

So what motivates teens? 

 

Teenagers are often motivated by the three F’s – friends, freedom and fun. In contrast, parents are often motivated by the 

desire for freedom from anxiety. Teens want to feel connected and accepted within their peer group, which may often feel 

like it is more important to them than eating, sleeping or breathing. They want to have a sense of freedom to make decisions, 

go where they want to go and generally choose for themselves. And lastly, teenagers want to have a good time, which is why 

often times school, work & responsibility takes a backseat to the more pressing matter of chillin’ as they might say. But, 

ultimately teens want to grow up and they want to feel empowered. If you can find out what motivates your teenage son, you 

can be successful in supporting him through these important transitions. Here are some possible ways to motivate your son. 

1. Provide an incentive. For better or worse teenagers often have a me-centric view of the world with a strong now-

orientation. If they can figure out “what’s in it for me” they may just be willing to work hard. This may not be a character 

flaw. In truth everyone one of us needs a reason or a purpose to accomplish any task. Your teenager may need some help 

finding a reason to get himself moving. Some people would say that providing an incentive is the same thing as a bribe, but 

that may be very appropriate. The incentive can be a material object or money, as we all know that teens are motivated by 

money. It could be something else, such as an experience or an opportunity, like earning the privilege of driving Dad’s 

classic car or something like that. The incentive could even be Mom or Dad’s approval, some sort of honor in the family or 

even bragging rights. 

2. Issue a challenge. Teenagers, especially boys, may respond to a friendly challenge. “I bet you can’t wash all those dishes 

in ten minutes” or “I wonder if you can beat your score on that last Science quiz.” Competition with others can be healthy at 

times. Encouraging your son to compete against himself may just be the trick to get him going. When I was a teenager, my 

mother provided me with a challenge that included an incentive. She told me that if I could get a 3.5 GPA in school that she 

would buy me a new drum set. Now, I loved playing the drums and still do, but my set at the time was not impressive and I 

really wanted that new Pearl World Series drum set. I worked extremely hard to earn it. It was an amazing accomplishment 

for me and I had all kinds of positive self-esteem as a result. 

3. Make it fun. As I said before, teenagers live for the three F’s, which again are freedom, friends and fun. Fun is an essential 

ingredient and it is surprising what teens will do when they are having a good time. Jump in and do the task with your son. 

Use humor and playfulness to motivate and engage him. Help your son to imagine his future and make it fun. You could go 

on a road trip to visit colleges, play video games with him and talk about life together or just find any reason you can to laugh 

together. 

4. Speak his love language. Find out what your teenage son responds to and what helps him feel loved and supported. Does 

your son prefer words of affirmation, acts of service, receiving gifts, quality time or physical touch? Does he need to hear you 

say, “You’re doing a good job son.” Would he respond to a gift that is given to help him explore life options, such as an 

iPad? Could he use more hugs or pats on the back or even more wrestling time with Dad to feel connected and supported? 

Teenagers will often respond more positively when they feel cared for and encouraged by their parents. This may be 

challenging, but creating a strong relationship with your teenage son is essential to having an influential voice in his life. 

5. Help him think about the future. For a teenager, considering the future may involve figuring out what they are going to 

eat in the next 15 minutes. It can be difficult for them to envision what next year will bring or even what they want to 

accomplish after high school. Even though he may think he has it figured out, your son needs you to walk this road with him 

and assist him in planning for a meaningful and successful life. The truth is that he needs your help with this step, because his 

brain is still developing and building an orientation towards the future is a definite skill. But of course, keep it fun, because 

this step can easily become a lecture and a sure way for your son to tune you out. 
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6. Use his peer group. If there is anything sacred to a teenager it is their connection to their community. This peer 

orientation can be damaging and lead your son down the wrong path, but it can also be used for his benefit. Talk to your son 

about his friends and what they are excited about. What types of activities are they involved in? What kinds of interests do 

they have? Praising respectable or honorable qualities in your son’s friends may actually encourage him to follow along. This 

may be hard at times if your son’s friends don’t seem respectable, but even kids that are rough around the edges can have a 

good heart. You may be able to use their influence in a positive way. And of course, if all your son’s friends are getting good 

grades and headed to college it is easier for him to adopt similar goals that are acceptable to his social group. 

7. Use modern technology and social media. I was only half joking about the iPad that I mentioned earlier. With young 

people today, if you add technology to any pursuit it can make it more engaging and interesting. This could mean using the 

internet to research various careers, the military or colleges to attend. This could mean encouraging your son to “Like” the 

Facebook pages of influential people, or colleges or other social causes. This could mean texting your son with supportive 

comments or reminders, but only if he is OK with this of course. I don’t often think of the TV as technology, but there are 

some great documentaries, movies and TV programs that could influence and encourage your teenager in positive directions. 

Whatever the application, it may be critical to use technology to communicate and motivate him towards a fulfilling and 

interesting future. 

8. Provide opportunity for small successes that he can build upon. When teenagers think about the future with their sense 

of uncertainty and all the unknowns can be truly overwhelming. It is helpful for all of us to find ways to feel successful with 

each step on the long road to our goals. This has been referred to as the snowball effect, because the progression builds 

confidence and self-esteem in the same way that rolling a snowball increases its size, little by little. You can help your son to 

make small achievements and feel acknowledged and positive about each one. 

9. Encourage your son to “re-invest” in a passion or interest that he was formerly excited about. This point is self-

explanatory, but your son may have had a previous interest, such as drawing, music or sports that he may benefit from 

picking back up. Often adolescents, caught up with school and peer culture, forget what they loved as kids. Often these things 

can be adapted to be acceptable to the teenage mind. A passion for doodling could turn into interest in graphic design, 

playing in the school band could turn into playing in a garage band with friends and interest in sports can of course be applied 

to any phase of your son’s academic career. This is the key part about finding out what he loves and helping him take steps 

towards those things. 

10. Give your son a structured way to consider his future. As I mentioned before, whether they accept it or not our kids do 

need our help in this process. Providing a structured way for your son to engage on the topics of motivation and future 

planning may be easy or it may be quite challenging. This could take many forms, from volunteering at the Humane Society 

to getting a job or participating in a summer program. Often teenagers don’t know what they like until they experience it first 

hand. I thank God that my Mom didn’t let me off the hook every time I complained about doing something unpleasant. So 

giving your son a structured way to consider his future can be a very positive and crucial experience. 
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CPSY 587: Engaging Boys and Men in Counseling and Education 

Peter Mortola, PhD, Summer 2017 

Week 1 Notes 

 

What prevents us from talking about issues related to boys and men?  

What will we need to be careful of in such discussions?  

 

Addressing the needs of boys and men should not reinforce patriarchy 

 

Malala Yousafzai was shot in the head by Taliban gunmen – her "crime", to have spoken up for the right of girls to be 

educated. 66% of adults without literacy worldwide are women.  

Gender and education for all: A leap to equality, 2003, United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 

 

Addressing the needs of boys and men should not reinforce a gender binary 

 

Addressing the needs of boys and men should challenge gender stereotypes 

 

“That code of expectations is still passed from father to son, still enforced by shame, still insistent that guys must show little 

if any emotion in order to be manly.” William Pollack 

 

Addressing the needs of boys and men should include consideration of sex differences 

 

“There’s no such thing as gender.” Young Thug 

 

Addressing the needs of boys and men should challenge “color-blindness” and “gender-blindness”  

 

“…A colorblind approach allows us to deny uncomfortable cultural differences. ”  

Monica T. Williams, (2011) Colorblind Ideology Is a Form of Racism:  

www.psychologytoday.com/blog/culturally-speaking/201112/colorblind-ideology-is-form-racism 

 

“I note the obvious differences between each sort and type, but we are more alike, my friends, than we are unalike.” Human 

Family Maya Angelou, 2004 

 

Overlapping bell curves: Much held in common, with small but significant differences.  

 

“We must recognize and support what is natural about boys’ behavior while helping them to be more relationally skilled and 

emotionally intelligent…” 

BAM! Boys Advocacy and Mentoring Guidebook 

 

Biological + Social Influences = Interactionist Stance 

 

Addressing the needs of boys and men should be “strength based” or “male positive” 

 

How can we see boys and men as something other than problems?  

 

“…a deficit model fosters the mind-set that boys and men are defective and damaged, that they need to be fixed, and that they 

are at fault for the problems they bring to therapy.”  Kiselica, M. S. (2011). Promoting positive masculinity while addressing 

gender role conflicts: A balanced theoretical approach to clinical work with boys and men. In C. Blazina & D. Shen-Miller 

(Eds.), An international psychology of men. (pp. 127– 156). New York, NY: Routledge. 

 

"Both sexes suffer when one is not understood…the remarkable transformation in the lives of girls over the past 20 years 

suggests that similar results could be achieved with boys.” 

Carol Gilligan, Newsweek, January 30, 2006 
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Engaging Boys and Men in Counseling and Education 

 

Four Key Assertions: 

 

1) Many boys and men need help too, especially when factoring in race, class, orientation, identity, etc 

 

2) Many boys and men share a particular relational style: a tendency in what they relate to, and how they relate. 

 

3) This relational tendency of many boys and men is not destiny, nor is their plasticity completely malleable. 

 

4) We therefore need to provide assistance to many boys and men in a way that both meets and challenges their particular 

relational style in educational and counseling contexts. 

 

Class goals: To increase compassion, understanding, and strategies 

 

Contact & Engagement 

 

“All real living is meeting.” Martin Buber 

 

“It is at the edge of anything—system or medium—that the most interesting events take place” David Holmgren, 

Permaculture Co-founder, 2004 

 

“It follows that edges, boundaries, and interfaces have rich pickings, from trade both ways or from constant 

accumulations…” Bill Mollison (1990) Permaculture:  

A practical guide for a sustainable future, Island Press, Washington, DC 

 

Organism (n.) 1660s, "organic structure, organization," from organize + -ism. 

 

In biology, an organism is any contiguous living system (such as animal, fungus, micro-organism, or plant)…capable of 

response to stimuli, reproduction, growth and development, and maintenance of homeostasis as a stable whole.  

 

”…the personality derives at first only one striving: that of eliminating inner tensions… impossible without contact with the 

outer world….the first striving of any living organism will be a striving for contact with the outer world." Wilhelm Reich, 

Character Analysis (1949) 

 

The Gestalt Cycle of Experience (Perls, et al, 1951) 

 

“I work to build the child’s sense of self, to strengthen the contact functions, and to renew her own contact with her senses, 

body, feelings and intellect” Violet Oaklander 

 

“The healthy, uninterrupted development of a child’s senses, body, feelings, and intellect is the underlying base of the child’s 

sense of self. A strong sense of self makes for good contact with one’s environment and people in the environment” Violet 

Oaklander, Windows to our Children (pg. 57) 

 

“The armored person perceives himself and the world as complicated because he has no immediate contact, no 

straightforward relationship to the world around him.” Wilhelm Reich, “Ether, God & Devil & Cosmic Superimposition” 

 

Contact with the self 

 

“An emotion is the integrative awareness of a relation between the organism and the environment...For instance, longing is 

the heightening of appetite confronted with a distant object…”  Perls, Hefferline & Goodman, 1951 (p. 408) 

Contact with the environment 

 

“…And so anxiety, the disturbance of breathing, accompanies any disturbance of the self-function, thus the first step in 

therapy is contacting the breathing.” Perls, Hefferline & Goodman, 1951 (p. 401) 
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“Transactions at boundaries are a great part of trade & energy changes in life and nature…Go-betweens or traders, like many 

plants and animals, are creatures of the edge” Bill Mollison (1990) Permaculture:  

A practical guide for a sustainable future, Island Press, Washington, DC 

 

Many boys are losing contact…with themselves, emotionally…with others, socially…with schools, academically …and we 

are losing contact with many of them  

 

“Little ones begin to strive for a cool indifference, imagining they need to be tougher and cooler than they actually are.” 

BAM! Guidebook 

 

“We now see the failure of that early opening exercise not only as a deficit in the range of social skills boys are able to 

demonstrate, but also as a deficit in our own understanding of a  boy’s relational or contact style.” BAM! Guidebook 

 

Contact across the five aspects of the self: 

  

Sensory Engagement 

Academic and intellectual Engagement 

Social/Emotional Engagement 

The Body and Physical Engagement 

Engagement in Work and Play 

 

Oregon’s Special Education Categories: Percentage of Male Students (ages 5-21)  

 

“The largest and most consistently found sex difference is spatial visualization ability. The male advantage in spatial abilities 

is evident at 3 to 5 months of age, consistently appears in studies of preschool children, and is characteristic across the entire 

age range” E.O. Lichtenberg, A.S. Kaufman (2013) Essentials of WAIS-IV assessment: 2nd Edition, Wiley and Sons, 

Hoboken, NJ 

 

Plants interpret and respond to stimuli by a variety of hormonal and cell-to-cell communication pathways that result in 

movement and physiological state alterations at the organism level, that is, result in plant behavior. Such physiological 

functions are generally not believed to give rise to mental phenomena… 

 

Animals have receptors to sense the world around them, with degrees of capability varying greatly between species. Bats can 

find food up to 18 ft. away and get information about the type of insect using their sense of echolocation. 

 

Some animals may lack one or more of the traditionally recognized, five human senses: sight (ophthalmoception), hearing 

(audioception), taste (gustaoception), smell (olfacoception), and touch (tactioception). 

 

Humans have a comparatively weak sense of smell.  

 

“As children become disconnected from their bodies, they lose a sense of self and a great deal of physical and emotional 

strength as well. So we need to provide methods for helping them regain their bodies, to help them know their bodies, be 

comfortable with them, and learn how to use them again.”  Oaklander, Windows to our Children, p. 128   

 

A sense is a physiological capacity of organisms that provides data for perception.  

 

“The embodied mind is thus very much of this world…it is the involvement of the sensorimotor system in the conceptual 

system that keeps the conceptual system very much in touch with the world.” George Lakoff, Philosophy in the Flesh: The 

Embodied Mind and its Challenge to Western Thought 

 

“Newborn boys tend to look longer at mobiles than at human faces.” Lutchmaya & Baron-Cohen (2002) 

 

Infant boys tend to prefer “films about cars” over “films about faces” Connellan, et al. (2001) 
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“As with other sensory systems, there are marked sex differences in vision…males have significantly greater sensitivity for 

fine detail and for rapidly moving stimuli.” Abramov, J. Gordon, O. Feldman, A. Chavarga, (2012), Sex & vision I: Spatio-

temporal resolution, Biology of Sex Differences, 3:20 

 

“Females are better at discriminating among colors, while males excel at tracking fast-moving objects and discerning detail 

from a distance. These evolutionary adaptations might be linked to the hunter-gatherer past of humans..” I. Abramov, J. 

Gordon, O. Feldman, A. Chavarga, (2012), Sex & vision I: Spatio-temporal resolution, Biology of Sex Differences, 3:20 

 

“…girls' preference for pink may have evolved on top of a natural, universal preference for blue. We speculate that this sex 

difference arose from sex-specific functional specializations in the evolutionary division of labour…to facilitate the 

identification of ripe, yellow fruit or edible red leaves embedded in green foliage.” Anya C. Hurlbert & Yazhu Ling (2007) 

Biological components of sex differences  

in color preference, Current Biology, Volume 17, Issue 16, pR623–R625 

 

Hunter-Gatherers sustain themselves by foraging, hunting, and fishing.  They have few if any possessions.  While there are a 

few dozen hunter-gatherer groups left on earth today, they represent the oldest and perhaps most successful human lifestyle 

ever, having been a lifestyle of humans continuously for greater than 200,000 years.  It was only about 10,000 years ago that 

farming began, which led to the culture in which most humans are now a part.  If we go back far enough, all of our ancestors 

were hunter-gatherers. 

 

“As many as 8 percent of men and 1/2 percent of women with Northern European ancestry have red-green 

color blindness…the genes responsible for the most common, inherited color blindness are on the X chromosome.” National 

Eye Institute (NEI)  

 

 

“The general conclusion is that for audition and olfaction, as well as taste and somato-sensory sensitivity, females have 

greater sensitivity than males.” I. Abramov, J. Gordon, O. Feldman, A. Chavarga, (2012), Sex & vision I: Spatio-temporal 

resolution, Biology of Sex Differences, 3:20 

 

“Two-year-old toddlers who had lower fetal testosterone have higher levels of eye contact and a larger 

vocabulary.”Lutchmaya, et al (2002a) 

 

“A pronounced effect of androgen treatment was found on spatial ability…male-to-female transsexuals (MFs) had higher 

scores on visuo-spatial tasks than FMs; after 3 months of cross-sex hormone treatment, the group difference had disappeared, 

while after about 10 months of hormone treatment, the sex difference was reversed.” D. Slabbekoorn, et al, (1999) Activating 

effects of cross-sex hormones on cognitive functioning: a study of short-term and long-term hormone effects in transsexuals, 

Psychoneuroendocrinology, 24, 4, 423–447 

 

“A cross-sectional, double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study was performed in 42 healthy young women who 

either received one dose of 0.5 mg sublingual testosterone or placebo…The testosterone group had improved representations 

of the directions within the environment and performed significantly better on the mental rotation task compared to the 

placebo group.”  C. Pintzka, et al. (2016). Changes in spatial cognition and brain activity after a single dose of testosterone in 

healthy women. Behavioural Brain Research, Vol. 298, Part B, Pg. 78–90 

 

“In ancient times, men were hunters and women were gatherers. Therefore, our brains probably evolved differently. In simple 

terms, women are faster at finding things in the house, and men are faster at finding the house.” C. Pintzka, et al. (2016). 

Changes in spatial cognition and brain activity after a single dose of testosterone in healthy women. Behavioural Brain 

Research, Vol. 298, Part B, Pg. 78–90 

 

“Girls born with Congenital Adrenal Hyperplasia (CAH) tend to show strong preferences for “boy-typical” toys and also 

score extremely high on tests of visual-spatial ability.” Halpern (2002) 

 

"Vervet monkeys, like human beings, show sex differences in toy preferences. Object preference appeared early in human 

evolution." Gerianne Alexander, Texas A&M University 
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“Throughout infancy, childhood, and adolescence, girls identify facial expressions (e.g. a happy face vs. a sad face) more 

accurately than boys do.” McClure, 2000 

 

“Girls engage with their social environment differently than boys do. Boys who are more socially disabled look less at the 

eyes, whereas the trend is the opposite in girls.” Ami Klin—Emory University in Atlanta, Georgia, Chief of autism and 

related disorders at the Marcus Autism Center 

 

“She always has her body aligned with Julia, and, although her gaze drifts away, it always returns before long to Julia” D. 

Tannen, Gender and Discourse (1994) 

 

“Walt squirms continually…his gaze firmly fixed on his fingers… Tom sits at an angle to Walt” D. Tannen, Gender and 

Discourse (1994) 

 

My favorite part of golf is walking down the fairway and talking.” R. Koch, 2008 

 

“How can we draw a link between the observations of infants, children, and adults that I have described? One link is that 

attention in males and females is being drawn to different aspects of the environment.” Simon Baron-Cohen, The Essential 

Difference 

 

A slight tendency toward motion across space rather than emotion across a face 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Take Aways 

 

Don’t be “gender blind” (e.g. be willing to accept and support differences, interests, etc) 

Create an explicit safe space for challenging issues to be discussed (e.g. status, sex, aggression, etc) 

Use “indirect” approaches (e.g. cards, art, metaphors, stories, asking questions about “men’s experience,” etc) 

Don’t create shame around interests (e.g. superheroes, sports, risk taking, competition) 

Support both “in the box” and “outside the box” behaviors 

Don’t assume everything is “socially constructed”  

 

 

 

 


